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Fig. 5.2. Prognostication strategy algorithm. EEG: electroencephalography; NSE: neuron-specific enolase; SSEP: somatosensory evoked potentials; ROSC: return of sponta-
neous  circulation; FPR: false positive rate; CI: confidence interval.

All studies on prognostication after cardiac arrest using imag-
ing have a small sample size with a consequent low precision, and
a very low quality of evidence. Most of those studies are retrospec-
tive, and brain CT or MRI  had been requested at the discretion of
the treating physician, which may  have caused a selection bias and
overestimated their performance.

Suggested prognostication strategy

A careful clinical neurological examination remains the foun-
dation for prognostication of the comatose patient after cardiac
arrest.344 Perform a thorough clinical examination daily to detect
signs of neurological recovery such as purposeful movements or to
identify a clinical picture suggesting that brain death has occurred.

The process of brain recovery following global post-anoxic
injury is completed within 72 h from arrest in most patients.290,345

However, in patients who  have received sedatives ≤12 h before
the 72 h post ROSC neurological assessment, the reliability of
clinical examination may  be reduced.156 Before decisive assess-
ment is performed, major confounders must be excluded346,347;
apart from sedation and neuromuscular blockade, these include
hypothermia, severe hypotension, hypoglycaemia, and metabolic
and respiratory derangements. Suspend sedatives and neuromus-
cular blocking drugs for long enough to avoid interference with

clinical examination. Short-acting drugs are preferred whenever
possible. When residual sedation/paralysis is suspected, consider
using antidotes to reverse the effects of these drugs.

The prognostication strategy algorithm (Fig. 2) is applicable to
all patients who  remain comatose with an absent or extensor motor
response to pain at ≥72 h from ROSC. Results of earlier prognostic
tests are also considered at this time point.

Evaluate the most robust predictors first. These predictors
have the highest specificity and precision (FPR <5% with 95% CIs
<5% in patients treated with controlled temperature) and have
been documented in >5 studies from at least three different
groups of investigators. They include bilaterally absent pupillary
reflexes at ≥72 h from ROSC and bilaterally absent SSEP N20
wave after rewarming (this last sign can be evaluated at ≥24 h
from ROSC in patients who  have not been treated with controlled
temperature). Based on expert opinion, we  suggest combining
the absence of pupillary reflexes with those of corneal reflexes
for predicting poor outcome at this time point. Ocular reflexes
and SSEPs maintain their predictive value irrespective of target
temperature.283,284

If none of the signs above is present to predict a poor outcome, a
group of less accurate predictors can be evaluated, but the degree of
confidence in their prediction will be lower. These have FPR <5% but
wider 95% CIs than the previous predictors, and/or their definition/
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diffuse anoxic brain injury on brain CT 





Grey-White Matter Ratio (GWR)
= (average HU grey matter) / (average HU white matter)
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Abstract
Background—Cerebral edema is one physical change associated with brain injury and
decreased survival after cardiac arrest. Edema appears on computed tomography (CT) scan of the
brain as decreased x-ray attenuation by gray matter. This study tested whether the gray matter
attenuation to white matter attenuation ratio (GWR) was associated with survival and functional
recovery.

Methods—Subjects were patients hospitalized after cardiac arrest at a single institution between
1/1/2005 and 7/30/2010. Subjects were included if they had non-traumatic cardiac arrest and a
non-contrast CT scan within 24 hours after cardiac arrest. Attenuation (Hounsfield Units) was
measured in gray matter (caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus, and cortex) and in white matter
(internal capsule, corpus callosum and centrum semiovale). The GWR was calculated for basal
ganglia and cerebrum. Outcomes included survival and functional status at hospital discharge.

Results—For 680 patients, 258 CT scans were available, but 18 were excluded because of
hemorrhage (10), intravenous contrast (3) or technical artifact (5), leaving 240 CT scans for
analysis. Lower GWR values were associated with lower initial Glasgow Coma Scale motor score.
Overall survival was 36%, but decreased with decreasing GWR. The average of basal ganglia and
cerebrum GWR provided the best discrimination. Only 2/58 subjects with average GWR<1.20
survived and both were treated with hypothermia. The association of GWR with functional
outcome was completely explained by mortality when GWR<1.20.

Conclusions—Subjects with severe cerebral edema, defined by GWR<1.20, have very low
survival with conventional care, including hypothermia. GWR estimates pre-treatment likelihood
of survival after cardiac arrest.

INTRODUCTION
Cardiac arrest is a significant public health problem, with an annual incidence of over
300,000 cases of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in North America and a case-fatality rate
approaching 95% [1]. Brain injury is a significant contributor to mortality after cardiac
arrest. As many as 68% of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients and 23% of in-hospital
cardiac arrest patients die from brain injury [2.3]. Furthermore, post-arrest brain injury may
reduce quality of life in long-term survivors [4-7]. However, the precise mechanisms of
post-cardiac arrest brain injury are poorly understood [2]. A reliable early indicator of
neurological injury after cardiac arrest would be desirable because it might allow titration of
early interventions, improve stratification of patients in clinical trials, and facilitate ongoing
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Figure 3.
Average GWR on initial CT scan is related to functional outcome at hospital discharge
measured by a) Cerebral Performance Category and b) Modified Rankin Scale. Lower GWR
was associated with CPC and mRS, but this association results from the fact that subjects
with lower GWR died (CPC=5, mRS=6).
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Predicting poor outcome if both, NSE > 97 μg/L and
SSEP bilaterally absent, yielded a sensitivity of 43%. With
this approach (at least two parameters pathologic for
prediction of poor outcome), GWR increased sensitivity
to 53%. Table 4 gives an overview of prediction by NSE,
SSEP and GWR for the subgroup of patients (n = 62) for
which all three parameters were available.

Discussion
Our study suggests that a gray-whitematter ratio (GWR)
below 1.16 may be a specific parameter for prediction of
poor outcome in patients treated with hypothermia. This
corroborates previous findings that were obtained in
normothermia and mixed patient cohorts (normother-
mia and hypothermia). None of 23 patients with a GWR
< 1.16 survived with good outcome.
The majority of patients with GWR < 1.16 had at

least one other parameter indicative of poor outcome
(NSE > 97 μg/L and/or bilateral absent SSEP). Therefore,
GWR did not substantially increase the sensitivity for poor
outcome detection, if one accepts poor outcome prediction
by a single parameter. However, because individual patients
may survive despite poor outcome prediction by single pa-
rameters, it has been argued that poor outcome prediction
should be based on a multi-parameter approach [6]. We
demonstrated in a subgroup of 62 patients who had re-
ceived NSE, SSEP and CCT that a GWR< 1.16 increased
the sensitivity of poor outcome detection (from 43%
(17/40) to 53% (n = 21/40)) if at least two pathologic test
results were required for poor outcome prediction. These
results suggest that GWR is a useful additional parameter
that may increase the level of certainty for poor outcome
prediction in comatose patients after cardiac arrest.

GWR cut-off value and timing of CCT
Our cut-off value of 1.16 is similar to previously published
values. Torbey et al. found a GWR < 1.18 to be 100% spe-
cific of poor outcome [11]. The authors obtained GWR at
the basal ganglia level in normothermic patients. None of
the eleven patients with GWR < 1.18 survived. In the lar-
gest cohort so far by Metter et al., a GWR < 1.15 was
found to be 100% specific for poor outcome [17]. CCT
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Figure 1 Association of GWR with outcome. Median and interquartile range are shown. Circles denote individual patients. No patient with
GWR < 1.16 had CPC 1–2 while 38% of patients with CPC 3–5 had GWR < 1.16.

Table 2 Absolute attenuation in Hounsfield Units and
GWR calculations

Good outcome Poor outcome p-value

(CPC 1–2) (CPC 3–5) MWU
testn = 37 n = 61

CN 33.7 (32.5–35.1) 31.3 (28.1–33.2) < 0.001

PU 34.7 (33.7–36.1) 32.8 (30.1–34.7) < 0.001

THL 32.9 (31.2–34.3) 31.1 (29.5–32.8) 0.002

CC 27.5 (26.6–28.3) 26.7 (25.7–28.7) 0.241

PIC 27.4 (26.2–28.5) 27.7 (26.5–29.0) 0.459

MC1 31.6 (30.8–32.7) 29.5 (28.2–32.3) < 0.001

MC2 31.5 (30.3–32.2) 29.4 (27.5–30.7) < 0.001

MWM1 25.9 (24.1–27.2) 25.8 (24.3–27.3) 0.860

MWM2 25.9 (24.3–26.7) 26.0 (24.3–27.3) 0.514

GWR-AV 1.24 (1.21–1.27) 1.18 (1.10–1.22) < 0.001

GWR-BG 1.26 (1.23–1.29) 1.18 (1.10–1.25) < 0.001

GWR-CE 1.22 (1.17–1.28) 1.17 (1.10–1.20) < 0.001

The table shows Median (IQR) for each group and the respective p-value of
the Mann-Whitney-Utest. Caudate nucleus-CN, putamen-PU, thalamus-THL, CC-
corpus callosum, posterior limb of internal capsule-PIC, MC1 and MWM1-
medial cortex and medial white matter at the level of the centrum semiovale,
MC2 and MWM2-medial cortex and medial white matter at the level of the
high convexity area.

Scheel et al. Scandinavian Journal of Trauma, Resuscitation and Emergency Medicine 2013, 21:23 Page 4 of 7
http://www.sjtrem.com/content/21/1/23
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Timing of brain CT and prognostication after CA



• Retrospective mono-center study

• 195 patients after cardiac arrest 
• 33C for 24h

• brain CT at different time points 
• 50 patients with repeat-CT (early+late)

• Manual GWR determination (16 ROI)

preliminary data
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0−6h 6−24h 24h−7d

time after cardiac arrest

good outcome
poor outcome



<	6h	(n=106) 6-24h	(n=31) >24h	(n=108)

sensitivity 0.17 0.1 0.39

specificity 1 1 1

GWR threshold 1.10



Early	CT	(<6h) Late CT	(>24h)

sensitivity 0.12 0.48

specificity 1 1

• 50 patients with both, early and late CT
• 17 good outcome, 33 poor outcome
• GWR threshold 1.10
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Introduction:  Early  prediction  of  potential  neurological  recovery  in  patients  after  cardiac  arrest  is chal-
lenging.  Recent  studies  suggest  that  the  densitrometic  gray-white  matter  ratio  (GWR)  determined  from
cranial  computed  tomography  (CT)  scans  may  be  a  reliable  predictor  of poor  outcome.  We evaluated  an
automated,  rater independent  method  to determine  GWR  in CT  as an  early  objective  imaging  predictor
of  clinical  outcome.
Methods: We  analyzed  imaging  data  of  84  patients  after  cardiac  arrest  that  underwent  noncontrast  CT
within  24  h after  arrest.  To  determine  GWR  in  CT we  applied  two  methods  using a  recently  published
automated  probabilistic  gray-white  matter  segmentation  algorithm  (GWR  aut)  and  conventional  manual
measurements  within  gray-white  regions  of interest  (GWR  man).  Neurological  outcome  was  graded  by
the  cerebral  performance  category  (CPC).  As part  of  standard  routine  CPC  was  assessed  by the  treating
physician  in  the  intensive  care  unit  at  admission  and  at discharge  to normal  ward.  The  performance  of
GWR  measures  (automated  and manual)  to predict  the  binary  clinical  endpoints  of  poor  (CPC3–5)  and
good  outcome  (CPC1–2)  was  assessed  by  ROC  analysis  with increasing  discrimination  thresholds.  Results
of GWR  aut were  compared  to GWR  man  of  two  raters.
Results:  Of 84  patients,  55 (65%)  showed  a poor  outcome.  ROC  curve  analysis  revealed  reliable  outcome
prediction  of  GWR  aut (AUC  0.860)  and  GWR  man  (AUC  0.707  and  0.699,  respectively).  Predictive  power
of  GWR  aut  was  higher  than  GWR  man  by  each  rater  (p  =  0.019  and p =  0.021,  respectively)  at  an  optimal
cut-off  of  1.084  to  predict  poor  outcome  (optimal  criterion  with  92.7%  sensitivity,  72.4%  specificity).
Interrater  reliability  of  GWR  man  by intra-class  correlation  coefficient  (ICC)  was  moderate  (0.551).
Conclusion:  Automated  quantification  of GWR  in  CT  may  be  used as an  objective  observer-independent
imaging  marker  for  outcome  in  patients  after  cardiac arrest.

©  2016  Elsevier  Ireland  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.

Introduction

Recent advances in emergency medicine and resuscitation man-
agement such as mild therapeutic hypothermia have increased the

! A Spanish translated version of the summary of this article appears as Appendix
in the final online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2016.03.018.

∗ Corresponding author at: Institut für Neuroradiologie, Universitätsklinikum
Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Luebeck, Ratzeburger Allee 160 (Zentralklinikum),
23538 Luebeck, Germany.

E-mail address: andre.kemmling@uksh.de (A. Kemmling).
1 Both authors contributed equally.

number of survivors of cardiac arrest.1,2 However cognitive and
neurologic outcomes are still poor in patients following resuscita-
tion, especially in initially comatose patients.3 Early assessment of
the potential of neurological recovery in comatose cardiac arrest
survivors remains challenging.4,5 As the number of survivors of
cardiac arrest increase and more effective therapies become avail-
able the need to identify those patients who  remain comatose with
likely good neurologic outcome becomes essential.4,6 Recent stud-
ies suggest that a reduced GWR  in cranial computed tomography
(CT) scans indicating hypoxic brain edema may be an early pre-
dictor of poor outcome in cardiac arrest patients.4,7–9 However,
in these studies GWR  measurements were not objective and only

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resuscitation.2016.03.018
0300-9572/© 2016 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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assessed visually or by manual placement of regions of interest
(ROI) in gray and white matter.

We hypothesise that an observer independent method to deter-
mine in CT may  be superior to the manual ratings limited by rater
variability. We  therefore present an automated method to deter-
mine GWR  in CT as an early objective imaging predictor of clinical
outcome and compared the results to conventional manual mea-
surements.

Methods

Study population

Between 1-2011 and 12-2014 we consecutively included 87
data sets acquired from comatose cardiac arrest patients who
underwent non-contrast spiral CT of sufficient quality within 24 h
after arrest. Electronic patient records were anonymized prior to
analysis and our study design was entirely retrospective. In this
setting, the need for patient consent was waived by our insti-
tutional review board. In our department, routine neurological
evaluation of patients after cardiac arrest consists of laboratory,
electrophysiological and clinical examinations including the Cere-
bral Performance Category score (CPC).10 The CPC was  assessed by
the treating physician in the intensive care unit (ICU) at admission
and at the time of discharge to normal ward. Neurological evalu-
ation included pupillary light reflex (PLR), corneal reflex (CR) (day
3) and Glasgow coma scale (GCS) (days 1 and 3). Exclusion criteria
were haemorrhage or ischemic infarction in CT.

GWR  determination

For automated GWR  determination we employed a recently
published brain segmentation algorithm to decompose the CT
density of brain into tissue-specific components.11 In brief, the
algorithm uses normalized probabilistic maps of white matter
(WM)  and gray matter (GM) in standard space derived from partial
tissue segmentations of 600 unsuspicious brain MRIs (3.0 T, T1-
3D-Turbo-Field-Echo). The voxel-specific partial tissue component

(tissue probability) in CT space was  obtained by precise non-linear
deformation of tissue probability maps in standard space to the
individual CT space using a custom CT reference image.11 The
tissue-specific density within GM-  and WM-space was then deter-
mined by the mean of all voxel densities weighted by probabilistic
GM-  and WM-content, respectively (Eq. (1)).11 All CT image oper-
ations were performed using the FMRIB Software Library v5.0,
Oxford, UK.
∑

(HUxyz × Pxyz[tissue])∑
(Pxyz[tissue])

(1)

(HUxyz = density of voxel xyz in Hounsfield units; Pxyz = partial
tissue component at voxel xyz for GM or WM,  respectively).

GWR  aut was then calculated as the ratio between the mean
CT density within GM-  and WM-space (Fig. 1). Manual ratings
by ROI placement were performed independently by two readers
who were blinded to outcome. ROI measurements were performed
under a standardized protocol and included bilateral manual place-
ment of circular ROIs (area = 0.1 cm2) in the putamen and the
posterior limb of internal capsule.8

Statistical analysis

Univariable distribution of metric variables is described by
median and interquartile range. For categorical data, absolute and
relative frequencies are given.

Patients with good (CPC of 1–2) versus poor (CPC of 3–5) out-
come were compared by Mann–Whitney U test for metric outcome
variables and by chi-square test for categorical outcome variables.
The performance of GWR  measures (automated and manual) to
predict poor and good outcome was  assessed by ROC analysis
with increasing discrimination thresholds. Pairwise ROC compar-
isons between GWR  aut and both GWR  man  were performed by
assessing differences in the areas under the empirical ROC curves.12

Interrater reliability of GWR  man  was quantified using intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC).

No adjustment for multiple testing was performed and “sig-
nificance” refers to local statistical significance defined as a local,

Fig. 1. Tissue specific decomposition of a native CT to determine GWR  in global cerebral hypoxia. Automated probabilistic assessment of gray matter (middle column) and
white matter (right column) in computed tomography (left column): GWR’s in two patients resuscitated after cardiac arrest with good outcome versus poor outcome (lower
row). Hanning et al., Resuscitation 2016
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automated determination of GWR/ co-registration of brain CT to atlas



GWR <1.10 -> high specificity for poor outcome (CPC4/5)

GWR decreases over the first hours/days after CA in severe HIE

Sensitivity higher for late as compared to early CTs (around 40%)

normal GWR / brain CT does not exclude severe HIE

Automated GWR determination eliminates rater bias

Conclusions 


